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Is Your Front Door Locked?
Firewalls are like the front door to your organization's network. It's your first
line of defense against unauthorized users, and must be strong and secure
to keep them out. Attackers are finding new and innovative ways to steal
data, and you need to protect your sensitive company information by
implementing secure configurations.
Typically, firewall manufacturers provide best practices or hardening
guidelines to assist you in maintaining the strength of your firewalls. But
even if you implement these updates, the only way to truly know if your
firewalls are properly protecting you is through a comprehensive review of
the configurations.
Even if a third party manages your firewalls, it is considered best practice to
have your firewall configurations reviewed by a third party at least once per
year. We will work with your network vendor to complete the review and
ensure that your firewalls are securely configured.

Stay Secure
Our Firewall Configuration Review is a thorough assessment of your firewall
configurations to ensure that they are securing your business network. We
will review your firewall configurations and compare them to the hardening
guidelines for your specific firewall as well as compare them against other
best practices and standards. Items that will be reviewed include default
accounts, clock synchronization, account login timeouts, account lockout
thresholds, IPS/IDS rules, port forwarding rules, access control lists, and
much more.
Once we complete the review, you'll receive a comprehensive report that
includes the details of the engagement, the results of the review, and
actionable recommendations on how to better secure your firewalls, if
necessary.
We want to help you reduce the overall likelihood of a successful attack and
that is why it's imperative that your network and security defenses be ready
to withstand modern hacking attempts. Your firewalls are the gatekeepers
of your networks, so make sure you're not leaving your front door unlocked.

Firewall Configuration Review Includes:
Firewall/Device Identification
Best Practices and Hardening Guidelines Review
Firewall Configuration Review
Comprehensive Report with Recommendations for
Improvement

Compliance, simplified.

Frequently Asked Questions
Is there a maximum number of firewalls that can be included in
this review?
Our firewall configuration review encompasses the testing of
one firewall.
How is this review priced?
This service is priced per firewall. Separate services are needed
for multiple firewalls.
What is the analyst looking for during the review?
The analyst will review the firewall against best practice
configurations as well as identify all ingress and egress
connections.
What if my firewall is managed by a third party vendor?
No problem, we can work with your third party vendor to
perform the review.
How often should we have a firewall configuration review
performed?
It is best practice to have a firewall configuration review once
per year, or any time the firewall goes through a significant
change.

